Three News Databases: Academic OneFile, Academic Search Elite and Nexis Uni

Rod Library provides access to three databases that can be used to search for current news (newspaper articles and magazine articles).

These three databases are:

- Academic OneFile
- Academic Search Elite
- Nexis Uni

Each of these databases can be accessed on the Rod Library homepage by either clicking on Databases A-Z or by clicking on Databases by Subject and then clicking on News.

Tip #1 for Academic OneFile:

Use Advanced Search
Tip #2 for Academic OneFile:

Search then limit to either Magazines or News

OR
Tips for **Academic Search Elite**:

Search then scroll down the results page to limit to either Magazines or News.
Tips for Nexis Uni:

Nexis Uni is the largest and most powerful of the three databases – but also the most challenging.

Review the following “What You Must Know” units:

- High Quality News Sources
- Nexis Uni – Getting to the News
- Nexis Uni – Limit by Date and Category
- Nexis Uni – The atleast and ! Commands
- Nexis Uni – Limiting by Article Length
- Nexis Uni – Putting it All Together